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ANNIVERSARY CAMPAIGNS: 

POSITIONING YOUR ORGANIZATION FOR THE FUTURE 

Anniversaries present a unique opportunity to take stock – to celebrate a history of accomplishment, to 

examine and commemorate the present, and to position your organization for future growth.   

Cause Effective encourages groups celebrating anniversaries to imagine where they want their 

organization to be at the conclusion of the anniversary period, and then supports them using the 

opportunity to move their agencies forward in a myriad of ways.  How long your anniversary campaign 

lasts, what the activities are, and who is involved follow from what your organization most needs to 

achieve – rather than the other way around.   

Working with Cause Effective on anniversary planning, you can expect to: 

 Identify new, motivated donors and volunteers to refresh your pool of supporters 

 Mobilize board members, donors and even clients to serve as ambassadors and solicitors on your behalf 

 Provide your board and other partners with fundraising activities throughout the year, including those that don’t 

just involve asking for money 

 Raise the visibility of your organization to connect with diverse groups and individuals, including many who 

would not ordinarily come into your daily orbit 

 Move from events-based fundraising to engaging and growing donors year-round  

 Gather past, present and future fans, friends and supporters to celebrate your achievements and share in 

realizing your vision for the future. 

WHAT’S INVOLVED?  
Cause Effective’s anniversary planning process facilitates a board-staff-donor-friend taskforce in a series 

of strategic brainstorming sessions over the course of two to three months (this can also be done through a 

full or half-day retreat).  With this group we’ll: 

 Assess how your organization’s critical growth concerns can be addressed through an anniversary campaign 

 Set board and diverse anniversary objectives that take advantage of the potential for heightened visibility,  and  

 Determine how to most effectively build on your strengths to stretch your fundraising, promotional, recruitment 

and program capacity – all the while celebrating your accomplishments and setting you up for the years to come 

Cause Effective will then help you to draft an anniversary campaign plan to be vetted by the individuals 

(including but not limited to your board) who will become key to carrying out the plan successfully.  Cause 

Effective can then stay involved to coach board and staff members through successful implementation, 

including leading “how to ask” trainings, reviewing fundraising materials, and engaging in special event 

planning sessions. Cause Effective can also help you monitor your route to success in real-time, allowing you 

to nimbly change direction to maximize what’s working and fix what’s not. 

Cause Effective views all campaign and event planning and implementation through the lens of overall 

organizational health.  We are unique among “event planners” for our decades of nonprofit institutional 

savvy, extensive fundraising expertise, and our insistence that all expenditures of time and money are 

investments – investments in mission-related capacity.   

Our ultimate aim is not just a good event, or even a successful anniversary campaign – it is an 

organization better poised to carry out its mission well into the future. 
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ANNIVERSARY PLANNING: 

THE DETAILS 

I. Preparatory Work: What information should we gather so that we can inform our planning 

process appropriately? 
 Review the status of current individual and corporate donors:  How many donors give at what levels, 

how often, in response to what fundraising strategies? 

 Analyze the status of institutional funders 

 Ensure the agency’s budget income lines are accurate and appropriately detailed  

 Assess the strengths of the development team:  staff, board and volunteers 

II. Goal Setting: How can we set the most effective and strategic goals for us to aim for this year?  

 Set a total monetary goal 

 Breakdown goals by markets or constituencies 

 Set indirect goals that can build your capacity to be more powerful fundraisers with each passing year 

III. Market Identification: What groups of individuals and institutions would be likely to fund us?  

How can we focus our energy most effectively among those groups? 
 Identify potential markets from diverse sectors, including individual, institutional, small business and 

corporate 

 Prioritize the most important markets and those most likely to provide return 

IV. Prospect Identification: Within those high priority groups, who will we be targeting first?  Who 

could we begin talking with now who might become enthusiastic enough to become an advocate 

for our organization over time? 
 Identify of prospects at a range of giving levels – large, medium and low 

 Breakdown the total numbers into individual goals in a fundraising gift range chart 

 Develop mechanisms to vet larger individual donor prospects  

 Assess institutional  prospects to determine possible giving levels and timetable 

 Create systems to effective track and manage donor relationships 

V. Strategy Development: What are the most effective ways of reaching these people to ensure 

a positive outcome during the anniversary period? 
 Identify individuals who can connect the organization to institutional and individual funders 

 Develop cultivation and solicitation strategies for large and mid-level donors and institutional funders 

and the most appropriate solicitors 

 Develop donor solicitation activities for low-level donors  

 Develop recognition strategies for all individual and institutional funders 

VI. Campaign Design: How can we sequence and implement our activities so they are most 

effective? 
 Determine the right “mix” of current and proposed resource development activities  

 Create a comprehensive calendar to ensure realistic timing of activities, in a way that they build on one 

another throughout the year 

 Clarify responsibility so that we’re not taking on more than we can do well 

VII. Plan Communication: Who should we share our plan with, and when, to build investment in the 

plan’s implementation? 
 Create a written timeline to engage relevant stakeholders: board members, staff, advisors, other 

fundraising volunteers and friends in the successful implementation of the plan 
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